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ABSTRACT
In this demonstration we show the Bibliographic Explo-
ration tool BIBEX. BIBEX is based on the graph database
query engine DEX and integrates both the Citeseer and
DBLP databases. BIBEX can be found in our web site at
www.dama.upc.edu/bibex.

BIBEX allows for complex bibliographic search and shows
the results of its queries as a combination of graphs and text
for two types of scenarios: scientists who want to do complex
bibliographic search, and PC members and journal editors
who want to have an aid to search best suited reviewers that
do not have conflicts of interest with the authors of papers
submitted for review.

The tool allows to explore the relation between authors,
keywords and papers in such a way that a user may perform
a complex bibliographic search to investigate the who is who
in specific areas of research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The need for powerful bibliographic databases and search

tools has motivated the existence of DBLP [3], Google Scholar
[4] or Citeseer [2]. The importance of those devices has been
evident and many scientists are using them regularly to do
bibliographic keyword search. However, the graph nature of
the data stored in those databases has not been exploited at
its most. Such nature, would allow to place complex queries
leading to answers with an added value to the scientific com-
munity.

In this paper we present BIBEX, a tool that is based
on the use of a graph query engine, DEX [18], that al-
lows to place such complex queries over a set of biblio-
graphic databases. BIBEX stands for Bibliographic Explo-
ration Tool and has the objective to answer pre-programmed
queries over the data sets at hand. An answer to a query
with BIBEX is basically a graph of relations plus a set of de-
scriptive and/or statistical information that can be obtained
from the answers to the query or the graph database itself.

BIBEX is a powerful tool that is able to process large
quantities of data coming from different bibliographic data-
bases such as Citeseer and DBLP at present, but could be
extended to other bibliographic databases such as the ACM
Digital Library [1] or IEEE Explore [5]. In order to create
a full graph repository, BIBEX links the records of all those
databases on the basis of the relationships among them.
The relationships between records are explicit within each
database, or artificially created among different databases
using the names of the authors, the keywords of the papers
or the names of the papers.

BIBEX allows to perform queries under two different fla-
vors: (i) that of the researcher who intends to search for
papers and their references, and authors and their relation-
ships in specific areas of research, and (ii) that of the journal
editor or PC member who search for good reviewers for a
paper, i.e. non interest-conflicting researchers.

There are different graph database query engine propos-
als in the literature that could be used for our purpose [15,
19]. However, DEX has some interesting characteristics that
make it suitable for the bibliographic context: it allows to
deal with multiple data sources in different formats, e.g. re-
lational, XML, CSV; it is oriented to deal with large data
sets and it provides fast response times.
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In this paper, we explain BIBEX, the queries that are
included in the BIBEX demo and the type of answers that
BIBEX expresses in its user interface. In order to make the
paper self content, we also give a short overview of DEX
to understand the internals of the query engine used for
BIBEX.

2. BIBEX
All BIBEX data is stored in a unique graph which inte-

grates data from different data sources. This graph is man-
aged by the DEX framework [18]. Original data sources may
be multiple and include RDBMSs, CSV files, Bibtex refer-
ences, XML files and others. At this moment, BIBEX only
integrates data from Citeseer and DBLP, which are both
available as XML files, but we plan to integrate more data
sources in the future.

The tool allows the user to explore bibliographic infor-
mation accessing the integrated data stored in the graph.
In all the cases, BIBEX allows for the extraction of useful
information from nodes and relationships between nodes.

When a query is launched, BIBEX either explores the
graph database starting from one node, or it proceeds with
all the nodes of a type. For example, it explores the graph
database starting from an author or it proceeds with a set
of nodes that fulfil certain keyword parameters imposed by
the user.

2.1 Interface
The interface of BIBEX is very simple, including six main

panels as shown in Figure 1. The top left panel lists all the
available queries that may be launched. Nowadays, three
queries are available. Once a query is selected, the same
panel allows to set the parameters for the specified query.
The bottom left panel shows a tree with the history of exe-
cuted queries. The central panel shows the main answer to
a query in the form of a graph. The right hand side panels
show specific information for a selected component (node or
edge) from the graph of the central panel. Specifically, the
top right panel shows the information integrated from differ-
ent data sources or the selected component, the middle right
panel shows inferred papers from the query, and the bottom
right panel shows statistics gathered during the execution of
the query.

The system allows for simultaneous live queries. This is
important since it may be necessary to have multiple simul-
taneous answers for a specific bibliographic investigation.
The tool also allows to obtain printed reports that reflect a
condensed summary of a query. With this information, the
search process may be easier to be carried.

Finally, the system allows to navigate and obtain the pa-
pers from the bibliographic sources when a url exists and
the user is granted access to those sources. It is also possi-
ble to access the web pages of the authors if the information
is included in the databases.

3. QUERIES
In this section we describe three queries that can be launched

with BIBEX and are related to authors, keywords and pa-
pers. At this moment, our tool allows to execute those three
but the set and functionalities will grow in the future. In
any case, other queries can be imagined and implemented
easily.

We divide the queries into two different sets, those for the
plain researcher, and those for the editor/PC member.

3.1 Researcher queries

Query 1. Partners/keywords.

This query generates a graph with all the authors that have
collaborated with one or more authors specified in the query.
The graph shows author names in the nodes with links be-
tween their collaborators and tags in the links with the num-
ber of papers written by them.

The query allows to include topic or paper keywords as
parameters. At this moment we use the paper title keywords
for this purpose but the search could be enriched with real
keywords present in other sources. The use of keywords
allows to restrict the search to specific topic areas for the
author or authors analyzed. A query generates a view with
all the subgraphs that respond to it, or one view for each of
the subgraphs generated.

Parameters:
< author-name1, author-name2, ..., author-nameN >
< keyword1, keyword2, ..., keywordN >

Options: On mouse left button click on a node or edge
of the answer graph, BIBEX generates information in the
right hand side panels:

• The stored data for the node (top panel).

• The papers related to the edge or node (middle panel).

• The statistics gathered for the query (bottom panel).

Also, a right button click on an author node allows for the
execution of chained queries.

On mouse left button click on a paper name in the middle
right hand side panel, the authors of that paper are high-
lighted in the main graph.

Furthermore, the links to the home pages of the authors
or the urls of papers are included in the answers if they
are available in the original data sources. They appear in
the answer graph (central panel) and in the lists of papers

Figure 1: BIBEX window with different panels
showing the answer to a query.
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generated on the names of the authors (middle right hand
side panel).

Use of the query: This query may be used to investigate
authors and their relation to topic areas, the papers they
have written and who they have collaborated with. This
is useful for researchers who are new in an area like PhD
students, or those who want to know new papers in a topic.

Query 2. Keyword recommender.

Based on a set of authors and keywords, the query searches
for the keywords that have not been specified in the query,
but are present in the papers involved in the query. Among
those keywords, it gathers the groups of keywords that are
above a certain support threshold. Finally, it searches for
the papers that contain the groups of supported keywords
and shows the relation among the authors who have written
them.

The result for this query shows a graph for each set of
keywords with a minimum support, showing the authors re-
lated to those keywords. An example for the answer graph
of this query is shown in Figure 2.

Parameters:
< author-name1, author-name2, ..., author-nameN >
< keyword1, keyword2, ..., keywordN >

Options: The mouse options for this query are similar
to those in query 1, and follow the same logics. For these
reasons we avoid explaining them.

Use of the query: This query may be used to search for
papers in areas of research when the user does not have a
certain knowledge of the keywords in the area. Also, when
one wants to know about the papers published close to a
certain area.

3.2 Editor/PC member queries

Figure 2: Answer graph for Query 2, showing two
keywords and authors related to them.

Query 3. Reviewers for a paper.

Based on a set of keywords and author names, this query
recommends a set of reviewers that do not have any conflict
of interest with the authors. Information related to author-
ship is used to discard researchers that have collaborated
with the authors stated in the query. The query returns
a graph with researchers that could review a paper related
to the set of keywords introduced for the query, and their
relations with other researchers.

Parameters:
< author-name1, author-name2, ..., author-nameN >
< keyword1, keyword2, ..., keywordN >

Options: The mouse options for this query are similar
to those in query 1, and follow the same logics. For these
reasons we avoid explaining them.

Use of the query: This query, may be used by editors
and PC members to find reviewers for papers. It may be
also helpful for researchers looking for groups that work on
similar topics in a competitive way.

4. DEX
In order to make the paper self content, we explain the

main characteristics of DEX and its use with a bibliographic
database.

DEX is based on a graph database model, that is basi-
cally characterized by three properties: data structures are
graphs or any other structure similar to a graph; data manip-
ulation and queries are based on graph-oriented operations;
and there are data constraints to guarantee the integrity of
the data and its relationships. For further details, we refer
the reader to [18].

4.1 Graph Model
The most basic logical data structure in DEX is a labeled

and directed attributed multigraph G = {T, N, E}, where T
is the collection of labels, N is the collection of nodes and
E is the collection of directed edges. A labeled graph has a
label for each node and edge, that denotes the object type.
A directed graph has all edges with a fixed direction, from
the tail or source node to the head or destination node. An
attributed graph allows a variable list of attributes for each
node and edge, where an attribute is a value associated to a
name, simplifying the graph structure. Finally, a multigraph
allows multiple edges between two nodes. This means that
two nodes can be connected several times by different edges,
with the only restriction that it is not allowed to have two
edges with the same tail, head and label. A directed multi-
graph helps to represent the richness of the multiple rela-
tionships between objects as this is a usual situation into
complex social networks.

A label or object type t ∈ T, t = {typename, A}, has a
unique name typename and a collection of attribute defini-
tions, where each attribute a ∈ A, a = {attrname, domain}
has a unique name attrname and is restricted to a domain
(for instance strings, numbers or timestamps). Thus, the
objects of a certain type can only contain values within the
same set of strong-typed attributes.

A node n ∈ N, n = {key, type, depth, text, V } has an op-
tional unique key that can serve as a unique identifier for the
original data source, like a ROWID in a relational database
or an URL into the WWW. It belongs also to a type ∈ T , and
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has a depth that represents its level in the hierarchy of nodes.
It can also have an optional text to store a user-defined
string: a description, an HTML page, the text of an XML
element, etc. Each node has a collection V = {(a, v)} of
values for the attributes of its type, where a ∈ A(type)∧v ∈
domain(a). An edge e ∈ E, e = {tail, head, type, depth, V }
has a tail or source node, a head or destination node, and
like the nodes, it belongs to a type ∈ T , has the depth into
the graph hierarchy and a collection V = {(a, v)} of values
for the attributes of its type.

4.2 Data Representation
DEX deals with two different types of graphs: the Db-

Graph, a single graph that contains the schema and data
extracted from external data sources and stores them in a
persistent storage; and the RGraph, the result of a DEX
query, which is stored in the temporal storage. The infor-
mation contained in the DbGraph is used as source data by
DEX queries to obtain the results in the form of one or more
RGraphs.

The DbGraph includes two subgraphs: the schema sub-
graph, which contains the metadata of the data sources, and
the data subgraph, which contains the data loaded from the
data sources as defined in the schema subgraph. Both are
connected through edges between the entity definitions of
the schema subgraph and their instance objects in the data
subgraph. The schema subgraph contains the following node
types:

datasource: contains information of a data source (ODBC,

CSV, XML, etc.). It is connected to one or more datasets.

dataset: the definition of an entity or collection of data units

(rows, XML elements, HTML pages, etc.). It is defined by one or

more attributes.

attribute: a characteristic or property of a dataset (column, xml

attribute, etc.). It has a name and a data type and can be part

of one or more relationships.

relationship: it can represent either any edge between two in-

stances in any dataset, or the definition of a constraint between

two attributes (for example a foreign key).

Figure 3 shows an example of the mapping between a sim-
ple bibliographic database stored in a RDBMS, and the cor-
responding schema subgraph through its DEX representa-
tion. Although BIBEX has a similar structure, it is more
complex due to the integration of different sources and the
more complex database schemas found. Attributes belong
to datasets and datasets to datasources, creating a hierarchy
that depends on the original data sources. However, rela-
tionships may link datasets from a single or across multi-
ple data sources (intra- or inter-relationships, respectively).
This goes beyond the classical data models, allowing the
DbGraph to connect and relate heterogeneous data sources
that share common identifiers, as if they were foreign keys
across different data sources. Thus, if there are two distinct
databases that have the entity PERSON, and both entities
have a public person identifier like the social security num-
ber (SSN) as a primary key, a relationship between them can
be created within the DbGraph to join all the information of
each single person. This provides the illusion of a single and
integrated storage. In the future these relationships can also
serve as integrity constraints between multiple data sources.

5. RELATED WORK
The need for bibliographic search engines has been par-

tially solved by the use of tools like DBLP [3], Citeseer [2],
Google Scholar [4] or Live Academic [6]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is a lack of work in the area of
complex queries, and we cover it with this paper.

On the other hand, there are many graph database models
in the literature such as GOOD [11], GRAM [8], GOAL [14],
GraphDB [13], GRAS [15], GRACE [19] and RDF [16] [9].
Among these, GRAS and GRACE propose an implemen-
tation of a graph database management system for small
and medium sized databases. Increasing the semantics of
the results in keyword search has been addressed in several
approaches, where special-purpose tools, like BANKS [10]
or Précis [17], were built to map a relational database into
a graph to be returned as a response for a keyword search
query. Other interesting works have focussed on the perfor-
mance of graph querying, like the work presented in [7] and
GraphGrep [12].

There are other different graph database formalizations
like those found in [8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16].

6. CONCLUSIONS
The need for complex bibliographic search in the scien-

tific community makes it possible to propose tools that help
researchers for such task. Those tools require clear yet com-
plex requirements like the possibility to query various data
sources with large data sets in reasonable execution times.

In this paper we have presented BIBEX, a bibliographic
exploration tool that allows scientists and editors to per-
form complex queries on multiple bibliographic databases.
BIBEX is a front end that makes use of DEX, a graph
query engine developed by DAMA-UPC, that allows com-
plex queries on large data sets in fast execution times. DEX
is being used by the Spanish registrars to detect fraud in
property transactions, which gives a solid background to
make BIBEX a robust front end for the use in complex bib-
liographic search.

7. FUTURE WORK
The need for the type of tools explained in this paper

makes it possible to evolve BIBEX further with the objective
to enlarge the number of queries and quality of the answers
obtained. With these objectives in mind, we plan for further
development of BIBEX in the following directions:

• New queries that are paper centric as opposed to au-
thor centric as those explained in this paper.

• Metrics to help users to decide on the centricity of
authors and/or papers like the h index.

• Improvement of the reporting tools for the queries of-
fered by BIBEX.

• Use of the logs of user accesses to derive further rec-
ommendations. Note that the logs of users may be
represented as a graph, and DEX can deal with them
as well.

• Accessing the web as a resource to obtain data that im-
proves the answers for different types of queries. These
data coming from the web may enrich the graph stored
by BIBEX in a permanent way.
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Figure 3: Example of E/R and DbGraph for a Bibliographic Database

• Use of approximate matching and edit distance metrics
for the integration of different data sources. In order
to distribute the cost of integration, a system could be
implemented in the form of a wiki, so that after the
recommendation of BIBEX, a user could validate that
two or more nodes represent the same author. The
system could integrate the information in the BIBEX
graph permanently.

We would like to make a call to the community asking for
proposals oriented to the evolution of BIBEX. Any sugges-
tion or bug in the code could be addressed to bibex@dama.upc.edu.
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